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Abstract
Background: Aspirin is a key antiplatelet therapy for the prevention of thrombotic 
events	in	patients	with	cardiovascular	disease.	Studies	suggest	that	≈20%	of	patients	
with cardiac disease suffer from aspirin nonsensitivity, a phenomenon characterized 
by the inability of 81 mg aspirin to inhibit platelet aggregation and/or prevent adverse 
cardiovascular events.
Objectives: To investigate aspirin nonsensitivity in patients with vascular disease and 
assess the consequences of aspirin nonsensitivity.
Methods: One	hundred	fifty	patients	presenting	to	St.	Michael’s	Hospital’s	outpatient	
clinics with evidence of vascular disease (peripheral arterial disease or carotid artery 
stenosis)	and	a	previous	prescription	of	81	mg	of	aspirin	were	recruited	in	this	study.	
Light transmission aggregometry with arachidonic acid induction was used to deter-
mine	sensitivity	to	aspirin.	Patients	with	a	maximum	aggregation	≥20%	in	response	to	
arachidonic acid were considered aspirin nonsensitive, as per previous studies.
Results: Of	the	150	patients	recruited,	36	patients	(24%)	were	nonsensitive	to	81	mg	
of	aspirin.	Of	these	36	nonsensitive	patients,	30	patients	provided	a	urine	sample	for	
urine	salicyluric	acid	analysis	 (a	major	metabolite	of	aspirin).	Urine	analysis	demon-
strated that 14 patients were compliant and 16 were noncompliant with their aspirin 
therapy.	Major	 adverse	 cardiovascular	 events	 and	major	 adverse	 limb	events	were	
significantly higher in the nonsensitive patients compared to sensitive patients (haz-
ard ratio, 3.68; P <	0.001).
Conclusion: These data highlight the high prevalence of aspirin nonsensitivity and 
noncompliance in patients with vascular disease and emphasizes the urgent need for 
improved medical management options for this patient population.
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Essentials

•	 Aspirin	nonsensitivity	is	documented	in	20%	to	30%	of	patients	with	cardiac	disease.
• Aspirin sensitivity was tested in patients with vascular disease using light transmission aggregometry.
•	 Major	adverse	cardiovascular	events	were	higher	in	nonsensitive	patients.
•	 Major	adverse	limb	events	were	higher	in	nonsensitive	patients.

1  |  INTRODUC TION

Acetylsalicylic acid, better known as aspirin, is a common antiplate-
let agent used for the prevention of adverse cardiovascular events. 
The laboratory definition of aspirin nonsensitivity is the inability of 
low-	dose	aspirin	(81	mg)	to	inhibit	platelet	aggregation	and	is	clini-
cally defined as the inability of 81 mg of aspirin to prevent adverse 
cardiovascular events.1	 Specifically,	 patients	who	 are	 aspirin	 non-
sensitive have a 4- fold higher risk of suffering from an adverse cardi-
ovascular	event,	such	as	a	myocardial	infarction	(MI),	stroke,	chronic	
limb-	threatening	ischemia	(CLTI),	and	cardiovascular-	related	death.1 
Aspirin nonsensitivity is well documented in patients with cardiac 
disease	with	20%	to	30%	of	patients	identified	as	aspirin	nonsensi-
tive1; however, it remains a relatively uninvestigated issue within pa-
tients	with	vascular	disease	such	as	peripheral	arterial	disease	(PAD)	
and	carotid	artery	stenosis	 (CAS).	Cardiovascular	 risk	 factors	 tend	
to be less intensively managed in the PAD population compared to 
their cardiac disease counterparts, despite there being a strong as-
sociation between PAD and cardiovascular morbidity.2 This, coupled 
with the lack of studies on aspirin nonsensitivity, puts this patient 
population at a higher risk of adverse cardiovascular events.3- 5	 In	
this study, we assess the prevalence and consequences of aspirin 
nonsensitivity among patients with vascular disease.

2  |  METHODS

2.1  |  Ethics approval

This study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki 
and approved by the Unity Health Toronto Research Ethics Board at 
St	 Michael’s	 Hospital	 in	 Toronto,	 Ontario,	 Canada	 (REB	 #16-	375).	
Informed	 consent	was	 obtained	 from	 all	 participants.	 Approximately	
10%	of	patients	approached	declined	participation	in	this	study.

2.2  |  Aspirin sensitivity testing by light 
transmission aggregometry

A physical examination was conducted on each patient by their treat-
ing physician before enrollment. Consecutive patients with PAD 

or	asymptomatic	CAS	who	were	 taking	81	mg	of	aspirin	daily	 for	at	
least	2	weeks	presenting	to	the	vascular	clinic	at	St.	Michael’s	Hospital	
(Toronto,	Ontario,	Canada)	between	September	2018	and	September	
2019	were	 recruited.	 As	 previously	 described,	 PAD	was	 defined	 an	
ankle brachial index <	0.9	or	toe-	brachial	 index	<	0.67,	symptoms	of	
claudication,	and	abnormal	distal	pulses.	Asymptomatic	CAS	was	de-
fined as >50%	stenosis	of	the	internal	carotid	artery	on	duplex	ultra-
sound in the absence of neurological symptoms.3 Patients with arterial 
or venous disease who were not taking 81 mg of aspirin or any other an-
tiplatelet were also recruited as a control. The following patients were 
excluded: patients with anemia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, gastro-
intestinal bleeding, or bleeding disorders/coagulopathy. Patients were 
also excluded if they were taking dual antiplatelet therapy, were tak-
ing any antiplatelet or anticoagulant other than aspirin, were currently 
pregnant, or were unable to provide written informed consent. Blood 
was	drawn	into	Vacutainer	tubes	containing	3.2%	sodium	citrate.	Light	
transmission	aggregometry	(LTA)	analysis	was	performed	on	platelet-	
rich plasma within 15 minutes of blood withdrawal using a Chrono- 
log	aggregometer	(Chrono-	Log	Corporation,	Havertown,	PA,	USA)	as	
we previously described.3,7 Arachidonic acid (Bio/Data Corporation, 
Horsham,	PA,	USA)	at	a	final	concentration	of	0.5	mg/mL	was	used	to	
activate platelets. Participants with maximum aggregation in response 
to	arachidonic	acid	≥20%	were	considered	aspirin	nonsensitive,	as	this	
is the currently accepted laboratory definition of aspirin nonsensitivity 
when using the gold standard platelet function test LTA.3,8- 11

2.3  |  Aspirin compliance testing

On	the	same	day	of	LTA	analysis,	urine	samples	were	collected	from	each	
patient.	Each	sample	was	aliquoted	and	stored	at	−80°C	before	analysis.3 
Next, multisegment injection capillary electrophoresis mass spectrom-
etry	 (MSI-	CE-	MS)	 was	 conducted	 as	 previously	 described.3 Patients 
were considered aspirin compliant if urinary salicyluric acid levels were 
>5.25 μg/mL, as per previous studies on aspirin compliance.12,13

2.4  |  Chart review and measured outcomes

Data were collected through retrospective chart review by the pri-
mary author and recorded on a standardized data collection form. 
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Specifically,	patients’	charts	were	reviewed	over	a	2-	year	period	(1	
year	before	LTA	analysis	to	1	year	after	analysis).	Information	on	the	
following	 variables	were	 collected:	 (1)	major	 adverse	 cardiovascu-
lar	events	(MACEs),	defined	as	MI,	stroke,	or	cardiovascular	death;	
and	(2)	major	adverse	limb	events	(MALEs),	defined	as	PAD-	specific	
outcomes such as development of acute or chronic limb- threatening 
ischemia or all- limb amputations.

2.5  |  Statistical analysis

Normally distributed continuous variables were reported as mean 
and standard deviation, whereas categorical variables were reported 
as	 frequencies	 and	 percentages.	 Median	 and	 interquartile	 range	
were calculated for nonnormally distributed data. Comparative anal-
yses	were	 carried	 out	 using	Welch’s	 t test for continuous data or 
Fisher’s	exact	tests	for	categorical	data.	Event	rates	were	calculated	
for	 each	 study	 group	 regarding	MI,	 stroke,	 CLTI,	MACEs,	MALEs,	
limb amputation, and cardiovascular- related death.

The event- free curve was computed according to the Kaplan- 
Meier	method,	and	comparison	of	event-	free	survival	between	sub-
groups was performed using the log- rank test. A Cox proportional 
hazard analysis was performed to determine the independent pre-
dictor	of	 any	event	 for	 the	entire	population.	 Significant	 variables	

selected in univariate analysis were entered into the multivariate 
analysis.	 Hazard	 ratios	 with	 95%	 confidence	 intervals	 were	 pre-
sented.	Statistical	significance	was	established	at	P <.05	 (2-	sided).	
Statistical	 analysis	 was	 performed	 with	 Prism	 8.4.2	 (GraphPad	
Software,	San	Diego,	CA,	USA).

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Aspirin sensitivity testing by LTA

For	this	study,	150	patients	with	PAD	and	CAS	were	recruited	for	aspirin	
sensitivity	analysis.	The	patient	population	had	a	mean	age	of	69	years,	
primarily	men	(64%),	and	had	a	high	prevalence	of	cardiovascular	risk	fac-
tors	such	as	hypertension,	hypercholesterolemia,	and	smoking	(Table	1).

Of	 the	 150	 patients	 analyzed,	 36	 patients	 (24%)	 had	 platelets	
with	≥20%	residual	platelet	activity	in	response	to	arachidonic	acid	
despite being advised to take 81 mg of aspirin. These patients were 
considered aspirin nonsensitive. There was no statistical difference 
between any of the clinical characteristics or demographics studied 
when comparing the aspirin- sensitive to the aspirin- nonsensitive pa-
tients	 (Table	2).	The	mean	percent	maximal	aggregation	 in	aspirin-	
nonsensitive	 patients	was	 42%	±	 24%	 compared	 to	 10%	±	 5%	 in	
those	who	were	aspirin	sensitive	(Figure	1).

Characteristics
Control not taking aspirin 
(n = 10)

Patients taking 81 mg of 
aspirin daily (n = 150)

Mean	(SD)

Age, y 50.4	(25) 69	(12)

Platelet count, 103/μL 178	(23) 222	(68)

Leukocyte count, 103/μL 5.7	(2) 7.4	(2)

Hematocrit 37.1	(2) 39.2	(4)

Frequency	(%)

Sex,	male 4	(40) 96	(64)

Hypertension 2	(20) 105	(70)

Hypercholesterolemia 1	(10) 119	(79)

Diabetes 0	(0) 58	(39)

Smoking	history 5	(50) 114	(76)

CAS 0	(0) 35	(23)

PAD 0	(0) 119	(79)

CAD 0	(0) 45	(30)

Stroke 0	(0) 18	(12)

Statin 1	(10) 18	(12)

ACEi/ARB 1	(10) 79	(53)

Beta blocker 1	(10) 42	(28)

Calcium channel blocker 1	(10) 32	(21)

Note: Continuous	variables	are	showing	by	mean	(standard	deviation),	and	categorical	variables	are	
shown	in	number	(percent).
Abbreviations:	ACEi,	angiotensin-	converting	enzyme	(ACE)	inhibitor;	ARB,	angiotensin	receptor	
blocker;	CAD,	coronary	artery	disease;	CAS,	carotid	artery	stenosis;	PAD,	peripheral	arterial	
disease.

TA B L E  1 Demographics	and	clinical	
characteristics of patients taking 81 mg of 
aspirin daily and controls
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3.2  |  Aspirin compliance testing

To	determine	why	nonsensitive	patients	had	platelet	activity	≥20%,	
urinary	 salicyluric	 acid	 analysis	was	 conducted	by	MSI-	CE-	MS.	Of	
the 36 nonsensitive patients, 6 were unable to provide a urine sam-
ple	and	were	excluded.	Of	the	remaining	30	patients,	it	was	deter-
mined that 14 patients had salicyluric acid values greater than the 
threshold	for	compliance.	These	14	patients	(9%	of	the	150	patients	
recruited)	were	considered	compliant	with	their	aspirin	therapy.	The	
remaining	16	patients	(11%	of	the	150	patients	recruited)	had	salicy-
luric acid level below the threshold for compliance and were consid-
ered noncompliant with their therapy.

3.3  |  Chart review and measured outcomes

To determine the consequences of aspirin nonsensitivity, a survival 
analysis was conducted on the 150 patients recruited to the study. 
Patient charts were retrospectively reviewed to determine rates of 
MACEs	and/or	MALEs.	Median	follow-	up	time	was	24	months,	with	
46	patients	lost	to	follow-	up	between	12	and	23	months.	Of	the	114	
patients	in	the	aspirin-	sensitive	group,	2	(2%)	had	an	MI,	2	(2%)	had	
a	stroke,	12	(11%)	progressed	to	CLTI,	2	(2%)	had	a	limb	amputation,	
and	0	(0%)	died	of	cardiovascular-	related	events	(Table	3).	Of	the	36	

TA B L E  2 Demographics	and	clinical	characteristics	of	aspirin-	
sensitive versus aspirin- nonsensitive patients

Characteristics

Aspirin 
sensitive 
(n = 114)

Aspirin 
nonsensitive 
(n = 36)

Mean	(SD)

Age,	y,	mean	(SD) 68	(13) 69	(9)

Platelet count, 103/μL 218	(64) 234	(81)

Leukocyte count, 103/μL 7.4	(2) 7.9	(2)

Hematocrit 39.4	(5) 38.7	(5)

Frequency	(%)

Sex,	male 70	(61) 27	(75)

Hypertension 82	(72) 35	(97)

Hypercholesterolemia 89	(78) 32	(89)

Diabetes 41	(36) 17	(47)

Smoking	history 86	(75) 29	(81)

Statin 83	(72) 28	(78)

ACEi/ARB 62	(54) 18	(50)

Beta blocker 31	(27) 11	(31)

Calcium channel blocker 25	(23) 7	(19)

Note: Continuous	variables	are	showing	by	mean	(standard	deviation),	
and	categorical	variables	are	shown	in	number	(percent).	No	significant	
difference between aspirin- sensitive and aspirin- nonsensitive patients 
in any of the characteristics with P >.05. Differences between groups 
were compared using chi- square test for categorical variables, and 
Mann-	Whitney	test	for	continuous	variables.
Abbreviations:	ACEi,	angiotensin-	converting	enzyme	(ACE)	inhibitor;	
ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker.

F I G U R E  1 Mean	percent	platelet	aggregation	in	aspirin-	sensitive	
(green)	and	aspirin-	nonsensitive	(red)	patients	with	vascular	disease	and	
control	patients	not	taking	aspirin	(gray).	Aspirin	sensitivity	was	tested	
in patients with vascular disease taking 81 mg of aspirin daily using 
light transmission aggregometry. Bar chart depicts the mean percent 
maximal aggregation in response to 0.5 mg/ml lyophilized arachidonic 
acid arachidonic acid– induced platelet aggregation. Participants 
were grouped into aspirin- sensitive (n = 114, mean = 10 ±	5),	aspirin-	
nonsensitive (n = 36, mean = 42 ±	24),	and	control	patients	not	taking	
aspirin (n = 10, mean =	95	±	3).	Patients	were	grouped	as	aspirin	
nonsensitive if maximal aggregation in response to arachidonic acid was 
≥20%.	Error	bars	represent	standard	deviation	of	the	mean.	Significant	
difference in platelet aggregation between aspirin- sensitive and aspirin- 
nonsensitive	patients	is	represented	by	(*)	with	P value = .001

TA B L E  3 Event	rate	comparison	between	aspirin	sensitive	and	
aspirin nonsensitive patients

Event

Aspirin 
sensitive 
(n = 114)

Aspirin 
nonsensitive 
(n = 36) P value

MI 2	(2) 4	(11) .03*

Stroke 2	(2) 3	(8) .09

CLTI 12	(11) 12	(33) .003*

Limb amputation 2	(2) 2	(6) .24

Cardiovascular related death 0	(0) 0	(0) NA

MACE 4	(4) 7	(19) .004*

MALE 14	(12) 14	(39) .001*

MACE	and/or	MALE 18	(16) 21	(58) .001*

Note: Variables	are	shown	in	number	(percent).
Abbreviations:	CLTI,	chronic	limb-	threatening	ischemia;	MACE,	major	
adverse	cardiovascular	event;	MALE,	major	adverse	limb	event;	MI,	
myocardial infarction.
*Represents significant difference between aspirin- sensitive and 
aspirin- nonsensitive patients; P <.05; differences between groups were 
compared	using	Fisher’s	exact	test.
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patients	in	the	aspirin	nonsensitive	group,	4	(11%)	had	an	MI,	3	(8%)	
had	a	stroke,	12	(33%)	progressed	to	CLTI,	2	(6%)	had	a	limb	amputa-
tion,	and	0	(0%)	died	of	cardiovascular-	related	events	(Table	3).

There was a significant difference in the event- free rate 
(MACEs	and/or	MALEs)	by	Kaplan-	Meier	analysis	between	aspirin-	
nonsensitive and aspirin- sensitive patients at 2 years (log rank, 
P =	 .001)	(Figure	2).	Overall	risk	of	MACEs	and/or	MALEs	was	sig-
nificantly higher for aspirin- nonsensitive patients when compared 
to	aspirin-	sensitive	patients	(hazard	ratio,	3.68;	95%	confidence	in-
terval	 [CI],	 1.66-	8.17;	P <	 .001).	 Among	 study	 variables,	 age,	 sex,	
smoking,	 and	 CAD	were	 associated	 with	 subsequent	MACE	 and/
or	MALE	events	using	univariate	analysis.	Therefore,	these	4	inde-
pendent variables selected by the univariate analysis were entered 
into	the	multivariate	analysis.	Overall	risk	of	MACEs	and/or	MALEs	
remained significantly higher for aspirin- nonsensitive patients when 
compared to aspirin- sensitive patients, after adjusting for these vari-
ables	(hazard	ratio,	2.92;	95%	CI,	1.35-	6.32)	(Table	4).

4  |  DISCUSSION

Of	150	patients	with	vascular	disease	taking	81	mg	of	aspirin	daily,	
36	 (24%)	 were	 aspirin	 nonsensitive	 according	 to	 the	 laboratory	

definition;	however,	≈50%	of	these	patients	were	noncompliant	with	
their therapy based on urinary salicyluric acid levels.

Patients who are nonsensitive to aspirin are at a significantly 
higher	risk	of	adverse	cardiovascular	events	such	as	MI,	stroke,	CLTI,	
limb loss, and/or cardiovascular- related death, with a hazard ratio of 
3.68. This is a large proportion of patients, almost 1 in 4, who are at 
significantly higher risk. Patients with vascular disease, specifically 
patients with PAD, tend to be less intensively managed than patients 
with cardiac disease such as coronary artery disease.2 Patients with 
PAD often are not treated with the best medical management, or 
there are delays in their treatment, putting them at a higher risk of 
adverse cardiovascular events.3,6 This, in combination with a subset 
of patients being aspirin nonsensitive further exacerbates the risk of 
adverse events in these patients.

Recent studies indicate that modified treatment may be ben-
eficial	for	patients	who	are	non-	sensitive	to	aspirin.	For	example,	
Eikelboom et al14 demonstrated the efficacy of combining aspirin 
with low- dose rivaroxaban, a factor Xa inhibitor. They demon-
strated a significant reduction in adverse cardiovascular events 
in patients who were on both low- dose aspirin and rivaroxaban 
when	compared	to	patients	on	aspirin	alone	(hazard	ratio,	0.76).14 
Further	 research	 is	 required	 to	 determine	 if	 this	 combination	
therapy helps reduce adverse cardiovascular events in aspirin- 
nonsensitive patients.

Currently, there is a lack of aspirin sensitivity tests that are ac-
curate and easily accessible to physicians. The gold standard for 
aspirin sensitivity testing is LTA, and the generally accepted thresh-
old	 is	 ≥20%	 platelet	 aggregation	 in	 response	 to	 arachidonic	 ac-
id.3,8- 11 There are hurdles for LTA to become standard for testing, 
however, as it requires expensive machinery, trained personnel, and 
up to 2 hours per test. New point- of- care methods for detecting as-
pirin sensitivity in a cheap and timely manner is necessary to allow 
for routine aspirin sensitivity testing.

Some	 limitations	 to	our	 study	 include	 a	 lack	of	 standard	mea-
sure	for	aspirin	compliance	testing.	Also,	some	instances	of	MACE/
MALE	or	cardiovascular-	related	death	may	have	been	unaccounted	
in	patients	who	were	lost	to	follow-	up.	Finally,	a	larger	sample	size	
may be beneficial to better evaluate the long- term risks of aspirin 
nonsensitivity.

Our	 data	 suggests	 that	 ≈50%	 of	 our	 patients	 with	 a	 platelet	
aggregation	 ≥20%	 were	 noncompliant	 with	 their	 aspirin	 therapy.	
Physicians must take an active approach in speaking with their pa-
tients to better understand the underlying cause of noncompliance 
and educate patients on the importance of complying with their 
aspirin therapy. There is a high prevalence of aspirin nonsensitiv-
ity among patients with vascular disease taking 81 mg of aspirin, 
and	 this	 subgroup	of	 patients	 are	 at	 a	 higher	 risk	 of	MACEs	 and/
or	MALEs.	New	point-	of-	care	tests	that	can	detect	aspirin	nonsen-
sitivity are needed, as this will help with making testing for aspirin 
nonsensitivity quicker and more widely available.
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F I G U R E  2 Overall	event-	free	survival	analysis	of	patients	of	2-	
year period (1 year before aspirin sensitivity analysis to 1 year after 
analysis).	When	comparing	event-	free	survival	between	aspirin-	
sensitive and aspirin- nonsensitive patients, the hazard of death was 
3.68	(3.68;	95%	confidence	interval,	1.66-	8.17;	P =	.001)

TA B L E  4 Cox	regression	hazard	model	evaluating	the	association	
between	aspirin	nonsensitivity	and	MACE	and/or	MALE

Hazard 
ratio 95% CI

Unadjusted	model	(model	1) 3.68 1.66-	8.17

Model	1	+ age + sex 2.73 1.28- 5.80

Model	1	+ age + sex + smoking 2.73 1.28- 5.82

Model	1	+ age + sex + smoking + CAD 2.92 1.35- 6.32

Abbreviations:	CAD,	coronary	artery	disease;	MACE,	major	adverse	
cardiovascular	event;	MALE,	major	adverse	limb	event.
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